INTRODUCTION
Failure analysis is thought to be finite elemental analysis as far as mechanical components and materials are considered. Added to it is non-destructive technique which ways back to 1879 and since then the topics evolved into a necessity in industry for quality, quantity analysis and valuations. Nondestructive testing (NDT) is the process of inspecting, testing, or evaluating materials, components or assemblies for discontinuities, or differences in characteristics without destroying the serviceability of the part or system. Today modern nondestructive tests are used in manufacturing, fabrication and in-service inspections to ensure product integrity and reliability, to control manufacturing processes, lower production costs and to maintain a uniform quality level. During construction, NDT is used to ensure the quality of materials and joining processes during the fabrication and erection phases, and inservice NDT inspections are used to ensure that the products in use continue to have the integrity necessary to ensure their usefulness and the safety of the public.
A four step process is usually popular in the field of Structural Health Monitoring and damage detection. The first three steps are connected and involve the detection of the presence, the location and the severity of damage, while the fourth step, related to the prediction of service life is usually a separate problem by itself. Machine vision systems provide quality control and realtime feedback for industrial processes, overcoming physical limitations and subjective judgment of humans. In this paper, the image processing techniques for developing lowcost machine vision system for surface deformation inspection is explored. By developing image processing techniques, and minimal hardware, a low-cost flexible system is developed. The system acquires the image data and this image isprocessed and then a custom classification system algorithm accepts or rejects the mechanical element or material.
II.
METHODOLOGICAL SURVEY Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) [1] is defined as the determination of the physical condition of an object without affecting that object's ability to fulfill its intended function. Non-destructive testing techniques typically use a probing energy form to determine material properties or to indicate the presence of material discontinuities (surface, internal or concealed). The methods and techniques used in NDT measure physical properties or non-uniformity in physical properties of materials as well. Variations or nonuniformities in physical properties may or may not affect the usefulness of a material, depending upon the particular application under consideration. Nondestructive testing is the testing of materials, for surface or internal flaws or metallurgical condition, without interfering in any way with the integrity of the material or its suitability for service. The technique can be applied on a sampling basis for individual and, although it is not one of the main topics of image processing research, it provides an important backgroundespecially in the area of automated visual inspection where decisions about the adequacy of the products have to be made constantly [2] . On the other hand, real industrial applications of texture description and recognition are becoming more and more common [3, 4] During the last two decades, the improvement in image processing with microcomputers has caused non-contact measurement techniques to become more and more popular in the experimental mechanics community. Some full-field measurement techniques like moire´, interferometry or photo elasticimetry were known and used beforehand. These techniques suffered however from the non-automatic processing of the fringe patterns they provided, leading to some heavy, boring and unreliable by-hand manipulations before obtaining relevant information in terms of displacement or strain. In the recent past, thanks to the dramatic advances in microcomputer and camera technology, many research groups devoted to optics, experimental mechanics or data processing have been developing suitable techniques based on the use of optical devices, digital cameras, algorithms and software's which automatically process images. These techniques directly provide displacement or strain contours onto specimens under testing. Temperature fields are also available thanks to infrared scanning cameras. Such measurements constitute in fact a new type of tool for researchers in mechanics of solids, which is especially interesting in the field of composite material characterization. Indeed, composites present some features like heterogeneities at different scales which render such full field measurements very attractive [5] .
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
One of the most important problems, perhaps the most urgent from the point of view of industry productivity and competitiveness, is automatic inspection. Early detection of defects in the production means lower costs and faster feedback on the production line in order to eliminate the causes of defects, overcomes physical limitations and subjective judgment of humans. In industry, zero defect quality is highly required in competitive markets. So, a very cost effective, high throughput and reliable quality inspection method is important in the industry. The paper proposes a robust Image processing technique [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] To acquire the image either Digital Camera or Phenomenon of Light Interferometer techniques are used. The image is then made processing compatible by reducing the size to 128x128 pixels, the color images are converted into gray and 3D images are converted into 2D image. The feature Extraction Algorithm runs the Singular Value Decomposition Algorithm and calculates the S, U and V matrices. Comparing the weights of the object under test with the known weights of the standards performs identification. Mathematically, a score is found by calculating the Euclidian norm of the differences between the test and known set of weights, such that a minimum difference between any pair would symbolize the closest match.The classifier gives out select or reject as the output.
IV.
ALGORITHM AND SIMULATION RESULT Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is statistical tool and found application in digital image processing since it is assumed that every image matrix is having a well-known SVD. It is based upon covariance matrix property to reduce image dimensions. The dimension of the data is reduced by finding a few orthogonal linear combinations of the original variables with the largest variance. The singular value decomposition is an outcome of linear algebra. It plays an interesting, fundamental role in many different applications. One such application is in digital image processing. SVD in digital applications provides a robust method of storing large images as smaller, more manageable square ones. This is accomplished by reproducing the original image with each succeeding nonzero singular value. Furthermore, to reduce storage size even further, images may approximate using fewer singular values [17] [18] [19] [20] The singular value decomposition of a matrix A of m x n matrix is given in the form,
Where U is an m x m orthogonal matrix; V an n x n orthogonal matrix, and  is an m x n matrix containing the singular values of A along its diagonal.
------------(2) An SVD operation breaks down the matrix A into three separate matrices.
Because are equal to zeros.
The center matrix known as the diagonal matrix which can be treated as a defect indictor.
For result simulation let us consider a mechanical object viz., tire with no surface deformation and one with deformation. Case 1: Tire with no deformation: Original Query Image 
V.
CONCLUSION Image processing aspects in this paper and in general are seen as pattern recognition problem. Much of the work on non-destructive techniques particularly in the area of failure analyses of mechanical or for that matter any industrial product is largely based on heavy testing equipment's or methods but, this paper proposes a more reliable and easy process through which one can assess the usefulness of the material or the element under question quickly. Light interferometry or shearography combined with Image processing can be useful for analyzing the mechanical aspects of the material or the elements. 
